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A statistical test to show negligible trend: Reply
Abstract
Camp et al. (2008) extend the ideas discussed in Dixon and Pechmann (2005). Our paper used equivalence
regions to test for negligible trends (null hypothesis that trends are not negligible). Their paper suggests also
using equivalence regions to test an alternative hypothesis of “ecologically meaningful” trends (null hypothesis
that trends are negligible but not zero).
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A STATISTICAL TEST TO SHOW
NEGLIGIBLE TREND: REPLY
Philip M. Dixon1,3 and Joseph H. K. Pechmann2
Camp et al. (2008) extend the ideas discussed in Dixon
and Pechmann (2005). Our paper used equivalence
regions to test for negligible trends (null hypothesis that
trends are not negligible). Their paper suggests also
using equivalence regions to test an alternative hypoth-
esis of ‘‘ecologically meaningful’’ trends (null hypothesis
that trends are negligible but not zero).
Camp et al. are appropriately concerned by our choice
of words to interpret one possible outcome of a
combination of an equivalence test and a traditional
test of no trend. Our wording for region B in their Fig. 1
is inconsistent with the themes emphasized in the rest of
our paper. Their suggested wording is appropriate.
However, since 2005, we have come to favor more
speciﬁc interpretations such as, ‘‘a trend that is
statistically different from zero, but not estimated well
enough to conclude that it is less than0.035.’’ Such an
interpretation avoids phrases like ‘‘ecologically mean-
ingful’’ that may be misleading if taken out of context.
The Bayesian interpretation is very reasonable,
especially when it leads to calculations of probabilities
that the trend is small (b , ul), negligible (ul , b , uu),
or large (b. uu), where b is the slope of the trend and ul
and uu are lower and upper slope intervals within which
a trend is considered ecologically negligible.
However, readers using this approach for small data
sets, like the Laysan Duck example, should be aware of
the inﬂuence of the choice of prior distribution on the
results. Camp et al. label their prior distributions as
uninformative. They are not. If the prior distributions
are uninformative, the posterior distribution is propor-
tional to the likelihood and frequentist conﬁdence
intervals are numerically the same as the Bayesian
credible intervals. For the Laysan Duck data in Table 1
of Camp et al. (2008), the credible interval for the trend
is about 18% longer than the conﬁdence interval. The
problem is the choice of prior distribution for s, the
precision (¼1/variance) of observations around the
regression line. We advise either using more diffuse
proper priors or deliberately choosing an informative
prior that can be justiﬁed by biological knowledge or
previous data. Examples of diffuse proper priors that
might be considered are a uniform distribution with
a large range, e.g., Unif(0,10000), or a Gamma
(0.001,0.001) distribution that has a larger variance than
the prior distribution used by Camp et al. It is also good
Bayesian statistical practice to evaluate the sensitivity of
conclusions to the choice of prior. This evaluation is
especially important when the sample size is small or the
data are highly variable, because then the data do not
necessarily overwhelm the prior.
We join with Camp et al. in encouraging ecologists to
ask more interesting questions than ‘‘Does the trend ¼
0?’’
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